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Project Design Drawing Notes:
1. Please note this drawing is for planning purposes only, and further
detailed specification will be required for the execution of the works to
ensure they meet required relevant design standards, and potential
planning conditions.
2. Drawings not to be used for construction /contract conditions.
3. Copyright, all rights reserved. No part here with may be copied or
reproduced partially or wholly in any form whatsoever without the prior
notice of the copyright owner Hydro-Environmental Services.
4. Do not scale off this drawing. Figured metric dimensions only should be
taken off this drawing.
5. The use of or reliance upon this drawing shall be deemed to be
acceptance of these conditions of use unless otherwise agreed in writing,
such written agreement to be sought from and issued by the copyright
holder to the use or reliance upon this drawing.
6. drainage systems are offset at a distance appropriate to the scale of
this drawing. all drainage will be located adjacent to infrastructure, as
appropriate across the site.

Drainage Design Notes
1. All drainage subject to micro-siting and optimisation on site.
2. The locations of construction phase interceptor drains, check dams,
culverts, swales, settlement ponds and level spreaders are shown as
indicative, and may be changed to suit the requirements of the local
topography.
3. Supervising hydrologist or environmental clerk of works
(environmental scientist) to oversee installation of drainage features
following detailed drainage design.
4. Drainage measures to be installed prior to, or at the same time as
the works areas they are intended to drain.
5. Design elevation of the water surface along the route of the
interceptor drains or swales will not be lower then the design elevation
of the water surface in the outlet at the level spreader or settlement
pond.
6. The spacing and frequency of the check dams will be dependant on the
gradient of the interceptor drain or swale in which they are being
installed.
7. Check dam designs to be selected best to suit particular topography
and hydrological environment.
8. Down gradient slope below level spreader onto which the water will
dissipate to have a grade <6%.
9. No direct discharge or pumping to watercourses will be permitted. All
discharges from level spreaders or stilling ponds to be via vegetated
filters. Selection or suitable areas to use as vegetation filters will be
determined by the size of the contributing catchment, slope and ground
conditions.
10. New temporary construction phase settlement ponds to be sized
according to the catchment area they will be receiving water from.
11. Diversion of drainage ditches will only take place when alternative
drainage ditch has been installed to handle the same water.
12. All drainage system features to be subject of inspection and
maintenance plan.
13. The layout shown is slightly offset for scale purposes, and all
drainage will be installed as close to access tracks/roads as possible.

HYDRO
ENVIRONMENTAL
SERVICES

22 Lower Main St
Dungarvan

Co. Waterford
Ireland

tel: +353 (0) 58-44122
tel: +353 (0) 58-44244
email:  info@hydroenvironmental.ie
web:    www.hydroenvironmental.ie
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NOTES:
- all settlement ponds operate to licence

requirements 6.6 to 6.11 of IPPC licence Reg No.
503 - BnM - allen Group

- based on accumulation of 100 m3/ha/year silt
- ponds cleaned minimum twice a year (i.e. silt

design capacity of lagoons, min 50 m³ per net
Ha of bog serviced), once before ditching and
once before harvesting, or as inspections may
dictate

- generally - 8 - 12 m wide,  and 1 - 1.5 m deep
- velocity threshold of 0.1 m/sec

1
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Typical BnM Settlement pond detail
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